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•••omed Roi o lo Chlnol•• 

From the Chinese Central Patriotic Public Health Campaign 
Committee to the citizens of China, this culinary advice: Eat Rats. Ev
ery rat eaten, the argument goes, means one less on the loose to eat 
grain, kill chickens and engage in various f9rms of rat mischief, and
means one more meal on the table. 

A traditional Guangzl reci
pe: 

Steam the rat, IOlk it in 
l>rlne, ginger and pepper for a 
few hours. Then press it into the
form.of a steak. 

Leave out to air for a day, 
then cook ti on top of a mixture
of rice, bran and sesame oil. 

You'll know your rat is 
ready to eat when ''the aroma of
the meat permeates the whole 
kitchen." 
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"THE CRAZIER YOU ARE NOW 1THE HARDER YOU'LL LAUGH IN TEN YEARS" by Krys 

I arrived in San Francisco 6 weeks ago. So far I haven't found a place 
not that I've been looking. Haven't had the mon�y to look. Don't.want to 
myself to a long term place. "I want to travel"is my excuse. I figure if 
bee-bop from place to place I'l.l get out of the country quicker. 

to live, 
commit 
I 

Been staying at friends.Have you ever stayed at a place where you would meet 
some chick with too much make-up,tight pants,blowing smoke in your face & tellin� 
you how big David Lee Roth's dick is through a wad of blue smelly gum in her 
mouth? In ten years she'll be reaching across tables to clean up crumbs that mise 
plates ,bitching about cigarette smoke that stains her lamp shades & laughing 

··
-about the rock star that popped her cherry. 

Then there's the guy at the bar you thought was cute enough to wave over & fi.
chat with. He likes to drink until saliva drips down his chin & onto the floor, 
still convinced he's in control. The next morning this cutie wakes up feeling 

"

1

sick & he's 120 dollars poorer. He might laugh in ten years •. If karma exists, I 
won't. 

These people aren't my friends. I thought I'd mention them because they were 
funny. 

When you stay with friends you learn little things about them that seem 
out of the ordinary. Weird fixations for spotless kitchen floors while not a car� 
in the world for the overflowing cat box in the bathroom. 

How much time is spent on one's hair? And how much hairspray does one need? 
Do you know anyone who wakes up in the middle of the night to brush their : :. 

teeth? I do. Yet in ten years,when my teeth are holding on by sure will alone & ··-., 
I'm brushing & flossing twelve times daily,will I be laughing? Or even smiling? 

I haven't found a job yet. Not that I've been seriously looking ••• Actually ••• _. 
I haven't looked at all. I applied for unemployment by request of the General 
Assistance(GA)requirements. I was denied. Yet this�what was supposed to happen. 
Now I'm eligible for GA. " 

Another requirement of GA is to complete a "job search" form,which means to 
look for a job(or at least show up at an interview). This defeats my whole pur
pose for applying for GA. I don't want to work. 

Twenty-one years aroundJeleven in a worthless schoolJsix working,paying s'tate 

-

& wage taxes,FICA,SS,etc,etc ••• I want to be unemployed for awhile & I want the ........_ 
government to pay for it. 

Social Services is a new toy for me. I've learned it•s degrading as hell. 
You're treated like a second-class citizen. Two days a week cleaning the streets_..,, 
& you still have to look for a job. I• m crying now. I' 11 be laughing in ten years· 
when I'm sitting on billions of dollars & GA is billing me for reimbusement for 
their support. 

I can remember (although I certainly don't want to be held accountable for) 
things I've said & done two,three years ago & laugh now. Shaving my head & point
ing a finger at authority,screaminga "You're corrupt". Boy,I showed them(who is 
"them" anyway?) 

And a couple of years earlier dreaming of Leaf Garret (or whatever his name ._. 
is) & thinking how "cool• The Fonz was ••• & crying when his girlfriend died. F":-

I lit a firecracker on top of a fire alarm. I was suspended for the rest of tbe 
school year jeopardizing my "local school application". I was bussed the next L.�

year into a school that supported drug high students. An experimental program 1 -� 

at the time shipping these "problem children" out of their environment. 
I ended up in Colorado,the best thing that could have happened to me. 
Never regret what you thought was a good idea at the time. 
An omen now. A blessing later. 

I -v.URDER CAM BE FUN
no records 
no bands 

different fanzine 
• (2 stamps)
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TAILS FROM THE RA THO USE 

LOW SOCIETY 
So the sun finally 

came out today, not that it makes 
that much difference to me; I just 
keep the shades pulled down tight 
(and taped to the wall so no 
crack of uninvited light intrudes) 
and my room stays perfectly dark 
and gloomy all year round, the 
way nature intended. After all, 
where did the first people live? 
In caves, right? N.2.1 on the 
beach or on some tennis court. 
People with suntans always look 
like they're on the verge of 
shrivelling up, anyway. 

So, as you'd 
expect, I have mixed feelings 
about one of punk rock's semi
new trends, the daytime show. 
Some of the best gigs this 
summer have taken place, or at 
least gotten started, in broad 
daylight. It used to be when you 
saw punks wandering around in 
mid-afternoon it usually meant 
that they hadn't yet found their 
way home from the previous 
night's festivities. 

The first daytime 
punk show I ever went to was 
the Eastern Front back in 1982, I 
think it was, maybe 1981. I 
barely recognized most of the 
people there, even though they 
were the same faces that I'd been 
seeing at shows for months, but 
under more natural circumstances, 
namely darkness. The acres of 
black leather set against the 
drug-induced pallor of people's 
skin looked positively eerie 
under the blazing summer sun. 
From the pit rose an enormous 
cloud of dust, as If a herd of 
buffalo were stampeding in a 
circle (actually, maybe my 
memory is playing tricks on me; 
it seems like back then, people 
were still allowed to thrash in 
whatever direction they wanted. 
And that recalls another crucial 
question, first posed by David 
Hayes, but now burning away in 
many a scenester's mind: does the 
pit revolve in the opposite 
direction in the southern 
hemisphere? Anyone with 
firsthand information, please 
contact the RATHOUSE). Many 
of the thrashers bad fixed 
bandandas across their faces, 
outlaw/rioter style, so they could 
continue breathing. Areas of 
exposed skin were caked with 
sweaty mud. 

But things are 
different today, since the advent 
of straight edge, when the 

typical punk rocker starts the day 
with a glass of organic carrot 
juice before setting out to save 
the world. Also, the line 
between punks and hippies seems 
to be getting more and more 
blurred, with long hair and guitar 
soloes becoming more the norm 
than the exception. This was 
really obvious at the MDC-BGK
CHEET AH CHROME 
MOTHERFUCKERS show at the 
Farm August 17. There was only 
one truly obnoxious drunk in 
evidence (a certain East Bay lead 
singer who single-handedly 
managed to clear out about half 
the pit), and everywhere there 
was much peace, love, 
mellowness, and constructive 
engagement (naw, it wasn't really 
1h.iLt. boring). 

Though everyone 
knows there's no such thing as a 
punk elite, it was out in force for 
this show. Nearly all the 
MAXIMUM ROCKNROLL crew was 
there, except, of course, Steve 
Spinali, who hasn't been seen at 
a live gig since some time in 
early 1980 (NEWS FLASH! STOP 
THE PRESSES! Mr. Spinali 
himself, or an awfully good 
impersonation thereof, actually 
turned out for the Aug. 30 show 
at the VIS featuring CORRUPTED 
MORALS, NEUROSIS, NO 
ALLEGIANCE, CAPITOL 
PUNISHMENT, and MDC. 
Unfortunately, almost no one 
else did, par for the course at the 
VIS) and Jumpin' Jeff Bale, who's 
busily engaged in writing his 
Ph.D. thesis on the evolution or 
the fuzztone guitar. Jello Biafra 
looked suitably dyspeptic in the 
wake or his porn-pushing 
indictment by the L.A. brain 
police and the DEAD KENNEDYS 
breakup ("The thing that's really 
driving Blafra nuts," artist 
Winston Smith was saying, "is 
having to talk to all these 
straight people.") Dave of 
REAGAN YOUTH spent most or 
the show leaning against a wall 
In the Jobby and went largely 
unrecognized. 

Oh yes, I think 
some bands played, too, though 
musical entertainment seems to 
be becoming secondary to the 
social interaction among 
scenesters and scenemakers 
("networking", I believe the 
yuppies call it. Hmmm, would 
punk yuppies be called puppies?). 

by Lawrence Livermore 

Anyway, the show was being 
videotaped, possibly for release 
as a major motion picture and 
only one person took me aside to 
demand that I denounce the whole 
spectacle as a co-option of punk 
rock ("How can this go on?" he 
demanded, as the $7 .SO a head 
frolickers milled around us). 

Well, it does go 
on, and so do I; anyway, $7.50 
isn't that bad (unless you don't 
have it) for six bands, when you 
consider that practically every 
night of the week Bill Graham 
rakes in two or three times as 
much for some warmed-over 
schlock artist like Elvis Costello 
($18.50 (plus a "service charge") 
to hear that perennial neurotic 
whine about his no doubt 
deservedly miserable life!). You 
know, upstairs from the Rathouse 
there's a tribe or yuppies, and 
downstairs an extended family of 
Mexicans, and it got me to 
wondering why you never see any 
Mexican yuppies. 

Oh, anyway, 
another thing I wanted to talk 
about was this so-called 
"openness" which seems to be 
spreading like a cancer through 
the local scene. What it's 
producing is a whole generation 
of people who refuse to make 
Judgments or have opinions about 
anything for fear of appearing 
narrow-minded. This seems to be 
an evolution or permutation of 
the old hippie riff, "We're all 
one, so nothing matters''. The 
willful abandonment of critical 
thought extends Into all areas of 
the culture, but it annoys me 
most when applied to politics 
("Well, yes, I guess those Nazis 
do want to exterminate every one 
or us, but after all, they're 
people, too, and they're entitled 
to their own opinion") and music 
("Yes, It's true that listening to 
that metal-art noise-industrial
thud rock record for more than 
the briefest of Intervals can 
trigger epileptic seizures in 
white rats and narcoleptic 
catatonia in humans, but who am 
I to Judge? I mean, isn't it great 
that m usiclans/artists are trying 
to do something different?"), 

Well, maybe 
conventional tones and rhythms 
became conventional because 
they're the ones that sound right 
together, and maybe God or the 
earth spirit or the blind forces of 
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· random chaos cave 7ou · a brain
and an Individual ego because
you're supposed to ue It. The
whole ethos of punk grew up
around 1.eople who didn't hesitate
to say Fuck off" to the shit 
beln1 offered them by the
dominant corporate culture. But
If the shit Is beln& offered by
people with the "right" hair style
and color, and with suitably
alternative sounding names for
their corporations, then you risk
being called a fascist these days
ror reJectln& It.

One place there
was no shortage of opinions
recently was on the September 2
MAXIMUM ROCKNROII radio

show, when Dave and Franco of 
MDC went bead to bead with Jeff 
and Tim over the question or 
whether MDC bas compromised 
its original values by Its current 
business practices. Fln1ers were 
wagging and blood veins were 
popping, and the rhetoric new 
fast and heavy around the studio. 
Nothing was decided, but It made 
for good show biz. Not to make 
light of the whole thing; the 
questions raised were valid and 
Important, . the kind or questions 
I wish ·more people would ask 
before they decide to buf. a
record/ attend a concert play a 
certain venue, etc., etc. But It 
was Ironic . to . see four of the 

people who've arguably done 
more than almost anyone to 
create the whole punk/alternative 
scene tearing each other apart. 
Tim afterward referred to It as a 
"bloodletting", which In the old 
days was considered a useful 
medical practice; at least most or 
the patients It was practiced on 
weren't around later on to sue for 
malpractice. But hopefully this 
particular episode will serve more 
to make people 1hJ.D.k. about 
things they may have started 
taking for 1ranted. Anyway, 
that's It for now from this 
particular hole of the Rathouse. 
Happy cheese-hunting, and hope 
the cats don't bite! 
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THE STORY OF LITTLE BEEP by Ann 

Little Beep was a microchip who lived with a whole bunch of other microchips in a colony called 
'The Board'. The Board was part of a microcomputer. 

It was the job of all the microchips on the Board to pass along information. This they did 
routinely, day after day. Till one day. One day, as usual, the first microchip turned to the 
second microchip and said: "Zero!" 

The second microchip heard the first microchip and turned to the third microchip and repeated: 
"Zero!" 

The third microchip 
the line and finally, 
Little Beep turned to 
was supposed to say! 

said to the fourth: "Zero!", and the fourth to the fifth, on and on, down 
the 51st microchip turned to Little Beep and sang out: "Zero!". Well, 
his neighbor and opened his micro mouth, and --forgot! He forgot what he 

So a very bad thing happened --the system went down. The important zero vanished and became 
nothing. The man who owned the microcomputer called a technician to find out what was wrong. 
The technician sent electronic impulses through all the parts in the computer and measured them 
as they went through to find the sick part. And sure enough, when he got to The Board and sent 
the wave through, all the microchips lit up and hummed --all except Little Beep. Little Beep 
forgot to hum --so the wave didn't come out right. 

"Aha!" said the technician. And he pulled The Board right out of the computer --clean out of 
the computer, and he threw it in a bag. Everyone on the Board got mad. At Little Beep. 

"Way to go, Beep," said his neighbor. "Now what's gonna happen to us? And it's all your fault ••• 
how come you're so wired?" 

Little Beep hung his little head, he was so ashamed. He didn't know what to say. And he was 
afraid, too --he'd heard stories, horrible stories, about what happened to boards that didn't 
conduct themselves properly. 

Now it so happened that the technici�n's next stop was at a missile silo. The problem was that 
one of the missiles wouldn't explode, and all it needed was a new board. The technician reached 
into his bag and pulled out Beep's board by mistake. He snapped it in place and sent a wave through 
to test it. Sure enough, Beep came through this time, with a hum and a flash, and so the Board 
got to stay in the missile. 

Meanwhile, in the land of make-believe (the politicians' world) things were getting very bad be
tween the two superpowers, The leader of the country where the Board lived woke up in a bad mood 
one morning, and decided to nuke the other side. He gave the command, and as luck would have it, 
the misaile that was fired was the one with Beep's board in it. 

On their way to the other side, all the microchips were very proud to think of their important 
assignment --all except Beep. It made Little Beep sad to think of never having anything to do 
anymore. When thtmoment came, the moment to trigger the firing mechanism, the first microchip got 
the signal. He turned to the second microchip and said, "One!' 

The second microchip turned to the third microchip and said, "One!". The 
third turned to the fourth and repeated: "One!" and on and on, down the line, 
till the 51st microchip turned to Little Beep and sang out: "One!". 

Little Beep could have forgotten what to say. But this time, he didn't. 
The "one" was right there in his memory. He knew exactly what he was supposed 
to say this time --but instead of turning to the next microchip and saying "One!", 
Little Beep turned back to the 51st microchip, opened his micro mouth, and sang 
out: 

"FUCK YOU! II 

All the microchips were astounded. Too surprised to even hiss. And the missile 
didn't hurt a thing. It crashed in an open field. 

• • 

By the time it did, the citizens back home had discovered what their leader had done. They were 
so angry that they pulled him and his queen out of their palace and cooked them for dinner. When 
the citizens in the target country heard the story, they did the same thing to their king. 

And they all lived happily ever after, thanks to Little Beep! 
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"GREETINGS FROM PATHETICA" by Johnni 

What's the purpose of a"dance club"? I've been trying to figure that one out 
for a long time now.Believe me,I've put a lot of thought into it,& all I can come 
up with is that they're the equivalent of a singles bar for the under 21 crowd. 

I can't think of anything socially redeeming about them. All the club owner 
has to do is buy some records (usually by British clotheshorses with delusions 
of godhood),maybe install a video screen or two,then wait for the kiddies to 
finish fixing their hair.That,of course,is the hard part. 

In the suburban high school scene,I know quite a few people who live to go to 
dance clubs. The idea seems to be: get "dressed up" (wear black head to toe), 
keep "Dippity Do" in business, & meet members of the opposite sex (& not give a 
damn if they respect you in the morning or not). 

The disgusting part in all this is that I know several otherwise intelligent 
& caring people who frequent (& enjoy) places like these. Now I know some people 
were meant for dance clubs,but when it happens to people you know & respect .•• 
well,let's just say it doesn't reaffirm my faith in mankind. 

Other than losing respect for my friends,I suppose the worst thing about the 
dance clubs is that they give a feeling of going out & supporting the bands 
they like when it does nothing of the sort. And with a couple of dollars more 
(or sometimes less) one could see real LIVE bands & have an active part in the 
music. (Yes,the audience. What would a show be without an audience?) Don't worry 
about the employees of the dance clubs- there will always be enough dips to 
keep them in business. 

BOOKS- "Galapagos" by Kurt Vonnegut 
With the exception of "Cat's Cradle" this is Kurt's most cynical story to 

date. It's written from the perspective of a character who died in the year 1986 
but lived on as a ghost for an additional million years. During that period he 
observes the evolution of the human species from thinking,opinionated,"big
brained" masses into uncaring,"small-brained",fish-like survivors. The develop
ment seems ideal to the ghost because now (a million years into the future) there 
are no such things as money,deceit,hatred,war or power. Though "Galapagos" is al
most completely despairing,! wholeheartedly recommend it because of the Vonnegut
esque insights,compassion,irony &,most of all,humor. IE (on the subject of present 
day human brains): "What could most of that blah-blah-blahing have been,both 
night & day,but the spilling of useless,uncalled-for signals from our preposter
ously huge & active brains? There was no shutting them downl Whether we had any
thing for them to do or not,they ran all the timel And were they ever loudl" 

(By the way,I didn't give away the ending to the book.Most of the plot is 
revealed near the beginning of the novel.) by Joe 

"WHERE TO GO FOR FREE COMESTIBLES" 

@ Belcher St: This is my favorite place.Free distribution of veggies,fruits &
bread, so make yer own meals. Made possible by friendly people that care (Hi Hilary!). 
11AM tollPM every Thurs. (Get there earlyl) 

� 
TREES: Best meals. Great variety,vegan menu. 23 & Shotwell Sat night 6:30 
Haight-Ashbury Food Program: Good variety,decent food. Vegetarian. 1525 

Wa ler St(near Belvedere) Tues-Fri 12-lPM 
@ One Mind Temple: An appropriate title. No variety whatsoever. The food's 

decent,though. 351 Divisadero (near Oak) M,W,TH 2:30-3:30; Sun3:30-4:30 Vegetarian 
G) Glide Church: Decent but not much for vegetarians. 330 Ellis M-F 4-5:30
® Martin De Porres: Only for the desperatel Not worth the price of admissionl

225 Potrero (near 16th) Tues-Sat 12-3PM;M-f 6-7:30 
These are the only ones I've been to. For further listings check Bound Together 

Books on Haight St (near Masonic) or write to us. by Joe 
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The West coasts only shop 
that sells natural bone 
specimens and skulls of animals 
from Domestic to 
African. 
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1) Who's the singer of #8 across? 

) J just saw a 'Strange Movie' and 
I 'Can't Cry•, what band is this 

3) I'm a 'Couch Slouch' this song.
is_on what album by D,R,I,? 

4) This band is •�reathless• when 
it comes to making sound tracks 

5) This band does a great cover or'
Rick James 'SuperFreak' who's·it

6) D,K,•s latest album acheivement 
7) 'I love him, I love him, I love•

him and where he goes I'll• 
swallow, I'll swallow, I'll 
swallow,,• what song is this? 

8) Tf I can't see, T ream this way
and there's always a party,

9) I•m 'Moving to Florida• 
lO)Where are the llickoids from? 
ll)'Jesus loves you• ya know 
12)',,.but J want to be classified 

I want to be stereotyped,." what 
band is this? 13)what is the ·name of the band #1 O
down? 

14)There•s a ch2 and Cll4 and a'CH5
what channel do you really want to 
watch? 

DOWN , , 
1) Beef----- 5.11) MOF-�P 
14)Do I wanta 'Plug in Jesus'? Dr.please 

tell me, 
2) What was the name of drummer when the 

Misfits had •Walk Amoung Us' released? 
3) who's the bassist for the Nihilistics? 
4) It's the 'Killing of Reality• 
5) Somewhere deep down there's'the 

Amerikan in Me 1 , 
6) I'm a Black Market Baby and its a 

'total ----- '. 
7) The 'Evolution' is here, 3 yrs, now,

where did it come from?
8) The 'Incredible Shrinking------- ' 
9) 'Blasts from the---- '•10) 1 No ---- lost'. 

by; Jessica Sappington
1 03 Downey S tr. 
San Francisco, CA, 94117 
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